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drug/dna interactions and condensation investigated with
drug/dna interactions and condensation investigated with atomic force microscopy a
dissertation presented to the academic faculty by elizabeth deibler gadsby in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the degree doctor of philosophy in the school of chemistry and
biochemistry georgia institute of technology july 2004
protein and drug interactions in the minor groove of dna
protein and drug interactions in the minor groove of dna 250 protein–dna structures and 60
drug complexes. ligand interactions the interactions between dna atomsand ligands, i.eomsof
topic 1 organic structures and interactions of drugs
topic 1 organic structures and interactions of drugs. drug targeting principles chapter 2-patrick.
lipids cell membrane lipids proteins (dna) • the ?uid • interactions between the hydrophobic
interactions of a drug and its target ‘free up’ the ordered water molecules
dna drug binding - supercomputing facility for
dna drug interaction saher afshan shaikh and b. jayaram can be theoretically estimated from
ensembles of structures generated via simulations. (1998) drug--dna interactions. curr. opin.
struc. biol., 8, 314-320. 4. neidle, s. (2001) dna minor-groove recognition by small molecules.
doi:10.1093/nar/gki717 a host–guest approach for
studied drug netropsin in order to validate the host–guest approach to studying dna–drug
interactions. the netropsin study provides an opportunity to compare essential features of the
dna–drug interface found in our crystal structure with those previously reported but is also of
interest in its own right.
structure and thermodynamics of drug-rna aptamer interactions
structure and thermodynamics of drug-rna aptamer interactions j.b. da costa and t. dieckmann
1 1 university of waterloo, (dna) to proteins. the rna was termed messenger rna or mrna [3]. in
this [43 – 44]. the studies of the structures of hiv rev peptide in complex with rna aptamers
demonstrate how rna can influence the structure of
structure and structure function studies of lipid/plasmid
a major motivation for elucidating the structures and interactions in these cl-dna complexes
arises because they are promising synthetic nonviral journal of drug targeting downloaded from
informahealthcare by university of california santa barbara on 11/23/10 for personal use only.
triplex dna structures - tufts university
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triplex dna structures maxim d. frank-kamenetskii center for advanced biotechnology and
department of biomedical engineering, boston university, boston, massachusetts 02215 pairs
are needed to form reasonable stacking interactions among cg*g, ta*a, and ta*t triads (26).
insights into protein–dna interactions through structure
protein–dna interactions are crucial for many cellular processes. now with the increased
availability of structures of protein–dna complexes, gaining deeper insights into the nature of
protein
structural basis of type ii topoisomerase inhibition by
details of drug-induced stabilization of a cleavage complex. the interplay between the protein,
the dna, and the drug explains the structure-activity relations of etoposide derivatives and the
molecular basis of drug-resistant mutations. the analysis of protein-drug interactions
x-ray crystallography in drug discovery
“seeing all the topics covered in this 2015 drug design and delivery symposium in a different
drug discovery, development, and pharmacotherapy selecting candidates with optimal oral many structures have water-mediated interactions (some polar ligands bind with no direct polar
interactions, only lipophilic)
sequence specificities in the interactions of chemicals
sequence specificities in the interactions of chemicals and radiations with dna are reviewed.
exhibit sequence specificities. the idea is advanced that dna structures such as hairpins or
cruciforms maybe important in vivo targets for many agents sequence specificity of any
drug-dna interaction in vitro. two main problems remain.
introduction to mathematical programming: applications and
pagesdrug-dna interactions structures and spectra, kazuo nakamoto, masamichi tsuboi, gary
d. strahan, sep 8, 2008, science, 475 pages. learn vital information about drug-dna interactions
from drug-dna interactions: structures and spectra, the only comprehensive book written about
this topic. understand the
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